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Building on its previous work examining education and the economy, the Alliance for Excellent Education (the Alliance), with
generous support from State Farm®, analyzed the economies of all fifty states and the District of Columbia to determine the
economic benefits that states could see by improving high school graduation rates. Using a sophisticated economic model developed
by Economic Modeling Specialists Inc., an economics firm specializing in socioeconomic impact tools, the Alliance calculated
economic projections for each state. The findings presented in this document clearly demonstrate that the best economic stimulus
package is a high school diploma.
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Education and the Economy:
Boosting Mississippi’s Economy
by Improving High School Graduation Rates
In Mississippi, an estimated 15,700 students dropped out from the Class of 2010 at great costs to themselves
and to their communities. Cutting that number of dropouts in half for this single high school class could result
in tremendous economic benefits to the state. Below are the contributions3 that these 7,850 “new graduates”
would likely make to Mississippi’s economy:

$65 Million
in Increased
Earnings

Collectively, this single class of new graduates would likely earn as
much as $65 million more in an average year compared to their
likely earnings without a high school diploma.

$50 Million
in Increased
Spending;
$15 Million
in Increased
Investments

New graduates’ increased earnings, combined, would likely allow
them to spend an additional $50 million and invest an additional
$15 million during an average year.

$100 Million
in Increased
Home Sales;
$8 Million
in Increased
Auto Sales

By the midpoint of their careers, these new graduates, combined,
would likely purchase homes totaling in value of as much as $100
million more than what they otherwise would have spent without a
diploma. In addition, they would likely spend up to an additional $8
million in vehicle purchases during an average year.

500
New Jobs;
$80 Million
in Economic
Growth

The additional spending and investments by these new graduates,
combined, would be enough to support as many as 500 new jobs
and increase the gross state product by as much as $80 million by
the time they reach their career midpoints.

$5.2 Million
in Increased
Tax Revenue

As a result of increased wages and higher levels of spending, state
tax revenues would likely grow by as much as $5.2 million during
an average year.
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Every Student Counts in
Mississippi
Moving even one student from dropout
status to graduate status will contribute
to a state’s economic growth. This box
offers a scaled-down look at the figures
presented on the left by projecting the
likely benefits if just 1,000 dropouts in the
state had graduated from high school.
These 1,000 new graduates, combined,
would likely
• earn $8.2 million in additional earnings
in an average year;
• spend an additional $1 million each
year purchasing vehicles and, by the
time they reach the midpoint of their
careers, buy homes worth $13 million
more than what they would likely have
spent without a diploma; and
• support 70 new jobs in the state,
increase the gross state product by
$10 million, and pour an additional
$700,000 annually into state coffers, all
through their increased spending and
investments.

About Education in
Mississippi
• Mississippi is home to 196 high schools;
37 of these are considered among the
nation’s lowest-performing high schools
(i.e., schools where fewer than 60 percent
of freshmen progress to their senior year
on time).
• In Mississippi, 38 percent of high school
students do not graduate from high school
on time with a regular diploma.
• Similar information will be available in
spring 2011 for the Gulfport–Biloxi and
Jackson metropolitan statistical areas.

Increased
Human Capital
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After earning a high school diploma, 40% of these new graduates
would likely continue on to pursue some type of postsecondary
education, but only 1,900 students, or 24% of all new graduates,
are expected to complete their studies. Boosting the share of new
high school graduates who complete postsecondary programs to
60%—President Obama’s goal for the nation4—would increase the
number of postsecondary graduates to 4,700.

These figures represent rounded estimates of gross benefits to the state economy and are not intended to reflect the net impact of additional graduates.
President Obama’s goal to increase the postsecondary attainment rate among young Americans to 60 percent in order to lead the world in the share of the population with a higher education degree has been stated in
numerous instances, including the U.S. Department of Education’s National Technology Plan and U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan’s remarks on June 3, 2010 at North Carolina Central University.
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